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INBOUND PROCESSING*

*When receiving, your items are received by the largest grouped quantity. For example, if you send a
case of 200 items that are all the same SKU, your charge would only be $2.00. If you send a case of
200 items that contain 10 different SKUs, your charge would be $20.00 (10 x $2.00).

*Items will be picked by the highest unit of measure when available.

Cost per LP       $2.00

FULFILLMENT - B2C

Type  Fast Movers  Slow Movers

Type      Charge

STORAGE

Bin / Pickable Storage $0.09 / cu. ft. per day

Polybag Shipment $1.20

Carton Shipment $1.30

Cost per pick* $0.35

$0.11 / cu. ft. per day   
after the first 30 days

Pallet Storage $35 per Month $0.11 / cu. ft. per day 
after the first 60 days
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*Basic Returns include a dispose or return to stock. Additional returns processes can be custom built.
Additional transportation charges will apply if you use the My eLogistics Portal to create a return label.

Cost per return

VAS - SPECIAL PROJECTS*

*Examples of special projects may include, but is not limited to: special return inspections, retail
compliance vendor portal work, out-of-cycle inventory counts / physical inventory projects, or special
quality control inspections.

Hourly Rate
(per man hour)

$38.00

$2.65

SHIPPING CHARGES*

*Shipping charges will be calculated by shipment and will vary based on weight, dimensions, shipping
service, destination, zone, and any special handling requirements. For more information, contact your 
business development representative.

Cost per parcel $ -

FULFILLMENT - B2B

Type      Charge

Order Prep Fee $5.00

Polybag Shipment $1.20

Carton Shipment $1.30

*Items will be picked by the highest unit of measure when available.

RETURNS*

Cost per pick* $0.35
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VAS - KITTING CHARGES*

This fee is applied to every kit assembly exercise.              
If we are going to assemble kits in separate batches, this 

fee applies to each batch run of kit creation.              
Fee covers all exercise setup, preparation, and training.

This fee is the picking fee to gather all the individual 
products and/or promotional materials needed to   

assemble the kits. 

This fee is for a simple 6-sided box construction     
that does not contain any inserts or special folds.            
Note, additional supplies costs will be applied if                        

using eLogistics provided materials. 

This fee is for placing items inside of a polybag                     
or mailer instead of using a box. Note,

additional supplies costs will be applied if using                   
eLogistics provided materials. 

This fee is for items that require additional
or special protection prior to be placed inside the kit.                         

(i.e. Bubble wrapping a glass jar)

This fee is applied to each kit that needs to be filled   
with any type of dunnage that eLogistics will provide

This fee is for each sticker, label, or barcode placement 
per kit that the customer provides.

This fee is for each label or barcode placement                                          
per kit that eLogistics provides.

$5.00

$0.17 

$0.34 

$0.14 

$0.36 

$0.15 

$0.18 

$0.20

*Kitting exercises are priced and quoted as needed. Additional kitting costs may be required
depending on the uniqueness of your project.

Base Fee per Kitting Exercise

Pick and Place items into Kit 
(per item)

Construct and seal simple     
box/packaging

Prep polybag / mailer

Wrap my item

Add eLogistics dunnage                   
to the kit

Use a customer provided                   
sticker, label, and/or barcode

Use a eLogistics printed            
label, and/or barcode
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Type**      Charge***

Small Polybag $0.55

Medium Polybag $0.71

Large Polybag $0.77

Small Carton

Medium Carton

Large Carton

Large Carton (for B2B)

Pallet (for B2B)****

$0.90

$1.31

$2.23

$5.00

$25.00

SUPPLIES*

*These costs are an average across the eLogistics network. Actual costs may vary slightly by location.
Supplies costs change regularly. As a result, supplies costs are not subject to thirty days' notice
**Additional sizes can be procured and quoted based on specific customer needs
***Packaging costs are inclusive of any required dunnage and tape
****Pallet Supply Charge includes the pallet and any of the following if explicitly required: shrink wrap,
      pack slip, ASN / Pallet label, HazMat labels, pallet toppers and slip sheets. 




